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 The diesel engine is used from the viewpoint of the economy for many of present commercial vehicles. 
However, the diesel engine is larger than the gasoline engines the vibrations, and becomes a problem the 
influence on the human body by the subsonic vibration and the noise of the high-frequency vibration. The 
amenity of the environment in the car in a commercial car is an indispensable element for the market 
rivalry. As for the air spring, the thing that the constant of spring suppresses to about 1/10 compared with 
a past rubber vibration isolator becomes possible. Then, the feasibility of the strong reduction of the 
engine vibration with the diesel engine mount that adopts the air spring is examined in the present study. 
Only the decrease of the subsonic vibration when it wa s an idol was paid to attention in the present study 
to improve the idle vibration. It was verified that there was a similar decrement effect in a real car at 
current year because the thing that was able to be attenuated, that the air mount was bigger than  the rubber 
mount in the bench test with the experiment unit had been proven last year. The present study is Hokkaido 
Institute of Technology, Muroran Institute of Technology, and a joint research with Wakamu Hokkaido by 
the support of the north Tec foundation. 
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イザー，IBM 社ノート PC およびアンプを用いた． 
 
Fig.2 Details Upper and Lower bracket 
 
 



















Fig.4 acceleration of current vehicle on four     
different points 
(Z axial direction) 
Fig.5 acceleration of proto vehicle on four different 
points 


























































































Fig.8 Hammering-X, Response-X direction 
 
 
Fig.9 1st Natural frequency at 24.45Hz mode of front 


































with shock absorber & rod
with shock absorber
with rod
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